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REVIEW

Fasting for weight loss: an effective strategy or latest
dieting trend?
A Johnstone
With the increasing obesity epidemic comes the search for effective dietary approaches for calorie restriction and weight loss.
Here I examine whether fasting is the latest ‘fad diet’ as portrayed in popular media and discuss whether it is a safe and effective
approach or whether it is an idiosyncratic diet trend that promotes short-term weight loss, with no concern for long-term weight
maintenance. Fasting has long been used under historical and experimental conditions and has recently been popularised by
‘intermittent fasting’ or ‘modiﬁed fasting’ regimes, in which a very low-calorie allowance is allowed, on alternate days (ADF) or
2 days a week (5:2 diet), where ‘normal’ eating is resumed on non-diet days. It is a simple concept, which makes it easy to follow
with no difﬁcult calorie counting every other day. This approach does seem to promote weight loss, but is linked to hunger, which
can be a limiting factor for maintaining food restriction. The potential health beneﬁts of fasting can be related to both the acute
food restriction and chronic inﬂuence of weight loss; the long-term effect of chronic food restriction in humans is not yet clear, but
may be a potentially interesting future dietary strategy for longevity, particularly given the overweight epidemic. One approach
does not ﬁt all in the quest to achieve body weight control, but this could be a dietary strategy for consideration. With the obesity
epidemic comes the search for dietary strategies to (i) prevent weight gain, (ii) promote weight loss and (iii) prevent weight regain.
With over half of the population of the United Kingdom and other developed countries being collectively overweight or obese,
there is considerable pressure to achieve these goals, from both a public health and a clinical perspective. Certainly not one dietary
approach will solve these complex problems. Although there is some long-term success with gastric surgical options for morbid
obesity, there is still a requirement for dietary approaches for weight management for the overweight and obese population,
particularly as invasive interventions carry post-operative risk of death due to complications. Effective dietary interventions are
required that promote long-term adherence and sustained beneﬁcial effects on metabolic and disease markers. In general, such
interventions need to be palatable and satiating, meet minimal nutritional requirements, promote loss of fat and preserve lean
body mass, ensure long-term safety, be simple to administer and monitor and have widespread public health utility. Intermittent
fasting or alternate day fasting may be an option for achieving weight loss and maintenance.
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There are multiple dietary approaches that vary in macronutrient
composition and degree of energy restriction (for example, low-calorie
diet and very low-calorie diet), which typically achieve long-term 5%
weight loss (WL) in 30–35% of subjects, at least up to 3 years of followup; longer-term data are less promising on the ability of dietary
approaches to control body weight. However, it is not yet possible to
apply personalized nutrition to predict which diet will work best at an
individual level. In shorter-term (3–4 month) studies, higher-protein
diets providing 20–25% energy as protein consistently report
greater satiety, preferential loss of fat and preservation of fat-free
mass compared with lower-protein diets (15% energy as
protein).1,2 However, a recent large-scale, long-term (2-year) meta
analysis reported that the short-term beneﬁt of high protein
persists only to a small degree in the longer term.3,4 High-protein
diets should be considered as a WL tool rather than a ‘diet for life’
as they can have a major impact on gut health due to breakdown
of metabolites and fermentation products. This occurs very quickly
in response to a diet composition, with our own data suggesting
that maximal changes in faecal microbiota composition are
reached within 2–4 days of switching to a different diet.5

Most weight-control programmes use daily energy restriction,
but intermittent energy restriction has been suggested as a
possible alternative approach: namely, intermittent fasting (IF) or
alternate day fasting (ADF). ADF may be easier to follow and
potentially has greater positive metabolic effects, as it includes
repeated spells of more profound energy restriction than achieved
with dietary control, albeit for shorter periods. In animal models, IF
is superior or equivalent to dietary energy restriction with respect
to longevity, reduction of breast, prostate and pancreatic cancers,
and reduction of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular disease and
dementia. However, what about data collected on humans? This is
perhaps less convincing, as there are no well-controlled studies,
particularly those examining long-term health/disease and longevity. The impact of a diet regime on mortality and morbidity risk
should be considered. A short-term risk linked to the WL therapy
per se may be outweighed by the longer-term health beneﬁts of
the WL, particularly when considered relative to the risk associated
with invasive procedures. For example, bariatric surgery carries a
0.25% risk of death and 13% risk for serious post-operative
complications, such as embolism, thrombosis or pulmonary
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complications, as indicated by the controlled Swedish Obese
Subjects study.6 Nonetheless, these short-term risks are outweighed by the long-term (10 year) beneﬁts in reduction of
cardiovascular risk factors.7 Therefore, fasting should be considered in the modern day context of the range of therapies now
available for WL. The risks of obesity and obesity-related
conditions are now better documented, and thus treatments with
known but low risks may need to be re-evaluated.
IF OR ADF
This paper will address the following three questions, which are
pertinent to any WL therapy, and more so in assessing whether
fasting is an effective and safe dieting approach.
How effective is the regime in achieving WL in terms of actual WL
(kg) and the composition of the loss in terms of fat and lean mass?
What impact does it have on psychology/behaviour? More
speciﬁcally, how do people feel during and after restriction,
because this is an important indicator as to whether they will be
compliant on a regime and hence lose weight.
Does it work in the long term? Does it have an impact on
physiology, exercise ability and weight re-gain and does it
improve risk factors for disease and/or longevity?

HISTORICAL DATA—WHY DO PEOPLE FAST?
There are a lot of historical scientiﬁc data that we can refer to, and
these vary from extreme food restriction to include published
works on hunger strike, famine and experimental starvation to less
extreme fasting study data from religious fasts and therapeutic
starvation for obesity.
HUNGER STRIKERS
Elia8 reports more recent data in which Republican prisoners in
Northern Ireland in 1981 died of starvation after being on a hunger
strike for 57–73 days (data compiled from newspaper reports).8 This
is in accordance with the view that death usually occurs in normalweight mammals when there is loss of 40–50% of initial body
weight. It follows that, as the obese have a much larger total energy
store, primarily in the form of adipose tissue, they can survive a fast
for much longer periods compared with lean subjects. Elia8
suggested a survival time of 60–70 days for a lean subject and
200–300 days for an obese subject during fasting.8
FAMINE
Understandably, the type of data in this area tends to be
anecdotal rather than reports from intervention studies, often
containing accounts of energy and nutrient intakes under prisoner
of war conditions. McCance and Widdowson9 documented
ﬁndings from Wuppertal in Germany, following WW II, with the
remit to study the effects of civilian under-nutrition on the
physical and moral well-being of a modern community.9 From
1948 onwards, the Medical Research Council unit was mainly
occupied by prisoners of war from Russia, and of particular interest
in this unique report is Widdowson’s documented response of the
prisoners of war to unlimited food during re-habilitation. Nineteen
men, aged 26–80 years, were given unlimited access to food for
8 weeks and recorded food intake of up to 3954 kcal (16.6 MJ) at
one meal or 6000 kcal per day (25.2 MJ) over a period of weeks.
These data on gorging have been used as a demonstration for the
hypothesis that voluntary food restriction leading to substantial
WL is casually related to binge eating.10 This has been
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extrapolated to the notion that dieting per se leads to compulsive
eating or binges, at least for some individuals.11
Hunger strike, famine and prisoner of war situations provide
unique data on the consequences of starvation or semi-starvation
in previously healthy, but usually non-obese, subjects. However, it
should also be remembered that fear of death, illness and injury
will all interact with nutritional status to determine survival time.
For these reasons, these groups are far from ideal to study the
inﬂuence of WL on body composition, physiology or psychology.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
The most comprehensive data set on classical under-nutrition is
that of Keys and his colleagues from their sensational ‘Minnesota
Experiment’ on the consequences of WL in normal-weight men
conducted in the 1940s.12 Ancel Keys assembled a team of
physiologists, biochemists, medical staff, psychologists and
psychiatrists to assess the physiological and psychological effects
of severe under-nutrition and rehabilitation, for military applications concerned with nutritional rehabilitation. This semistarvation regime led to a loss of 24% of body weight (to a mean
body mass of 17.5 kg m− 2).
Eating can occur when hunger ratings are low, and, conversely,
it is also possible to be very hungry and not to eat, even to the
point of death (such as in case of a hunger strike). Therefore, one
can hypothesise that the response to this type of short-term, but
extreme food restriction in previously obese subjects may be quite
different, as their psychological disposition to maintain WL may
over-ride the physiological drive to overeat.
FASTING FOR RELIGIOUS REASONS
One of the most cited religious events associated with fasting is
the period of Ramadan. During the fasting month of Ramadan,
Muslims abstain from food and drink from sunrise until sunset.
Although Ramadan does not involve a continual fast, it provides a
useful insight into short-term food restriction in otherwise healthy
humans. There is a misconception that this religious fast results in
decreased energy intake (EI), as investigators have found either
increases in EI13 or comparable levels of EI before, during and after
Ramadan,14 despite a decrease in meal frequency. Similarly, Finch
et al.15 reported no change in body weight during the period of
Ramadan.15 Thus, although the physiological effects of sleep
deprivation and dehydration occurring during Ramadan may
provide concern, there is no evidence for restricted EI during this
religious fast. Thus, these data would suggest that adult humans
are capable of making compensatory changes in food intake in
response to a short-term fast in order to maintain body weight.
TREATMENT FOR ‘GROSS REFRACTORY OBESITY’
These data provided the framework for therapeutic fasting as an
accepted in-patient treatment modality for morbid obesity during
the 1950s and 1960s. For example, Stuart and Flemming16
published data from the longest fast found by a Medline literature
search, conducted on an obese man in Dundee, for a total of
382 days, making the Guinness Book of Records as the longest
total fast, in which the subject lost ~ 75% of his body weight.16 The
history of the study of therapeutic starvation starts with the
classical experimental starvation studies of Benedict.17 Further
work has been carried out by Bloom,18 Duncan et al.19 Drenick
et al.20 and Cahill21 who treated lean and obese subjects by total
withdrawal of food for periods ranging from 10 to 117 days.18–21
Starvation is not currently recommended as a clinical treatment
option for obesity, and if it is carried out it should only be
conducted under medical supervision. This is because starvation
diets have been linked to various medical complications
(ventricular ﬁbrillation, lactic acidosis, vitamin and electrolyte
© 2015 Macmillan Publishers Limited
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deﬁciency) and sudden death syndrome either during fasting or
during re-feeding.22 The data on hunger are of interest here—is
there a reduction or absence of hunger during starvation or is
hunger perhaps maintained over time? Silverstone et al.23
assessed feelings of hunger in obese individuals undertaking total
starvation and noted that there was no decrease in mean hunger
during the fast.23 However, Bolinger et al.24 and Lappalainen
et al.25 found that hunger returned to baseline levels as the study
progressed, on average 4–5 days after initiation. As hunger is one
of the main reasons why people break a diet, this is an important
consideration.
FASTING—THE CURRENT DAY
Why do people fast in the current day? Some 40% of women and
20% of men are dieting at any given time. Dieting is usually
initiated in the context of an attempt at self-improvement, in
order to achieve enhanced health (reduced mortality and
morbidity risk), body image/appearance and well-being (quality
of life). A US Study on 1120 adults details self-reported dieting
strategies used over 4 years; some 14% of the American
population reported using short-term fasting to lose weight.26
These reports of dieting were not predictive of weight change
over time, suggesting poor compliance for WL efforts. The highly
popularised book published in 2013 by UK author Michael Mosley
details the 5:2 intermittent fasting plan [http://thefastdiet.co.uk],
wherein you eat normally for ﬁve days a week (feast days) and diet
for two days a week (fast days). In this plan, the ‘fast’ has been
adapted to a modiﬁed fast (or very low-calorie diet), where you
can cut your calorie intake to a one-fourth of the normal level to
maintain energy balance, to approximately 500 kcal for females
and 600 kcal for males.
SHORT-TERM IF OR ADF
Historical data suggest that lean subjects become hyperphagic
upon restoration of ad libitum food intake and that humans are
capable of consuming large amounts of energy to compensate for
previous deﬁcit. However, this may not be the case for obese
subjects who are restraining intake for WL purposes. In our study27
we hypothesised that ad libitum food intake would be markedly
increased in response to a short-term fast (36 h). We studied
12 lean men and 12 lean women and the protocol was a
within-subject randomised design with two experimental periods:
(i) a 2-day control period (maintenance) where on day 1 subjects
were fed to 1.6 × RMR and then on day 2 they were fed ad libitum
from a supermarket-style diet with 45 choices; and (ii) a separate
3-day test period encompassing a 36-h total fast. For the latter, on
the day prior to food restriction, food was provided at 1.6 × RMR to
reduce any pre-fasting variability in food intake. Subjects were
then fasted from 2000 hours on day 1 until 0800 hours on day 3.
During this period, only water or non-caloric beverages were
consumed. On day 3, they were given ad libitum access to the
same 45 supermarket, ready-to-eat foods. All food intake was
investigator-weighed prior to and after consumption. All subjects
lost weight during the 36-hour fast (average − 1.33 kg (s.d. 0.55) in
men and − 1.00 kg (s.d. 0.30) in women). There was slight evidence
that men tended to lose more weight than women on account of
their larger size. Post fast, subjects consumed much less energy
than required to compensate for the energy deﬁcit induced by the
fast. EI only increased 20% above control values on the post-fast
ad libitum day, increasing from 10.2 to 12.2 MJ/d (P = 0.049). On
the control treatment, the ad libitum intakes remained at
approximately 1.6 × RMR, adequate to maintain energy balance
for this group.27 Interestingly, in the post-fast response, the
subjects preferentially selected a higher fat intake for the ﬁrst
meal-time at breakfast time (5.1 MJ d − 1 of fat post fast vs 3.7
MJ d − 1 of fat on control; P o0.01), perhaps as a mechanism to
© 2015 Macmillan Publishers Limited

increase EI by choosing the most energy-dense foods. This
preferential selection of a high-fat intake at breakfast seemed to
have returned motivation to eat and food intake to equilibrium.
The effects of breakfast intake on satiety appear to have swamped
any further increase in the urge to eat for the remainder of the
day. Notably, both men and women appear similar in this respect.
On average, subjective hunger, as measured by visual analogue
scales, was affected by nutritional status with mean ratings of
35, 66 and 42 mm (sed 3.0) (Po 0.001), respectively, for all
subjects. A closer inspection of the hourly data revealed that this
effect was due to the higher pre-breakfast values. When these
morning values were accounted for, there was no signiﬁcant
difference between days. Volunteers did not report any signiﬁcant
change in subjective thirst, energy, fatigue, tiredness, tenseness or
contentment during the fast.27
We found the following answers to our questions on the
consequences of short-term food restriction:
1. How effective is the regime in achieving WL? Subjects lost 1–2%
body weight, which is most likely due to the mobilisation of
glycogen stores and water, rather than metabolism of fat mass.
2. What is the impact on psychology? There were increased feelings
of hunger during fasting that were quickly diminished by a highfat breakfast meal. Subjects cannot, or are not inclined to,
consume enough food to restore energy balance completely.
3. What are the long-term effects? Unfortunately, this was not
monitored. This introduces a question on the role of IF in the
control of body weight. What would happen if the experiment
was repeated once a week over a three-month period? Would
subjects quickly learn to compensate prior to and/or after
fasting, or could they slowly reduce body weight, with no
apparent negative impact on health and well-being? Furthermore, would obese subjects respond differently compared with
lean subjects? Finally, would a longer fasting period provoke
more efﬁcient compensation and how would this compare to a
more conventional calorie-restricted regime?

LONGER-TERM IF OR ADF
How effective is the regime in achieving WL? Does it work in the
long term?
Similar to experiments performed in rodents, 2 weeks of ADF had
no effect on body weight in normal-weight human subjects.28
Nevertheless, when the intervention period was extended to
3 weeks for normal-weight subjects, a decrease in body weight
(~2.5 %) was noted.29 This decrease in body weight was likely to
have resulted from an inability to consume an adequate amount of
food on the re-feed day to sustain body weight. Only a handful of
studies have been performed to test the effects of ADF on body
weight and coronary heart disease (CHD) risk reduction, and almost
all of these studies have been undertaken in obese populations
(body mass index 30–39.9 kg m −2).30–32 Results from these initial
trials indicate that ADF is effective for WL (5–6% reductions in body
weight) and visceral fat mass loss (5–7 cm reductions in waist
circumference) during 8–12 weeks of treatment in overweight
subjects. These reports also suggest that ADF may aid in the
retention of lean mass in obese individuals.30–32 In addition to these
favourable body composition changes, improvements in CHD risk
have also been noted. For instance, decreases in low-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (20–25%) and triacylglycerol concentrations
(15–30%), and increases in low-density lipoprotein particle size, are
often observed with short-term ADF (8–12 weeks).30–32 Beneﬁcial
changes in blood pressure and adipokine proﬁle (that is increases in
adiponectin and decreases in leptin and resistin) have also been
reported.30–32 Taken together, this preliminary work suggests that
ADF may be effective for WL and CHD risk reduction in obese adults.
International Journal of Obesity (2015) 727 – 733
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It is interesting to note that these studies seem to suggest that
hunger is maintained during ADF in normal-weight subjects, but is
adaptive in obese subjects,33 similar to suggestions in a previous
fasting review.34 This needs to be substantiated in controlled trials,
where there could be a focus on also manipulating what is
consumed on the fasting days to modify hunger by using highprotein diets.
An important question that remains unresolved is whether the
favourable effects of ADF can also be observed in normal-weight
and overweight populations. Only a few human studies have
tested the effect of ADF on body weight and CHD risk in nonobese subjects. In a study by Heilbronn et al.,29 normal-weight
men and women (body mass index 23 kg m−2) participated in an
ADF regimen for 3 weeks.29 Body weight decreased by 2% from
baseline, but triacylglycerol concentrations decreased in men only.
Contrary to these ﬁndings, Halberg et al.28 demonstrated no
change in body weight after 2 weeks of ADF in normal-weight
men (body mass index 26 kg m−2).28 These trials are limited by
their short durations (2–3 weeks) and lack of a control group.
Varady et al.33 conducted a 12-week study in normal-weight and
overweight subjects (body mass index 20–30 kg m − 2), randomized to either an ADF group or a control group for 12 weeks.33
They indicate that body weight decreased signiﬁcantly by
5.2 ± 0.9 kg (6.5 ± 1.0%) in the ADF group, relative to the control
group, by week 12. Fat mass was reduced by 3.6 ± 0.7 kg, and fatfree mass did not change, compared with controls. Triacylglycerol
concentrations decreased (20 ± 8%) and low-density lipoprotein
particle size increased in the ADF group relative to controls.
C-reactive protein decreased (13 ± 17%) in the ADF group relative
to controls at week 12. Plasma adiponectin increased (6 ± 10%),
whereas leptin decreased (40 ± 7%), in the ADF group versus
controls by the end of the study. Low-density lipoprotein
cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, homocysteine
and resistin concentrations remained unchanged after 12 weeks
of treatment. They conclude from these ﬁndings that ADF is
effective for WL and cardio-protection in normal-weight and
overweight adults, although further research implementing larger
sample sizes is required before solid conclusion(s) can be reached.
Body composition change during ADF is an important consideration—both fat mass loss and potential [negative] impact on lean
body mass. Adipose tissue mass or distribution is associated with
the development of several disorders, including type 2 diabetes,
cardiovascular disease and certain cancers.35,36 One of the factors
that may link body fat to disease risk are the hormonal mediators
released by adipose tissue.37,38 Calorie restriction (CR) regimens
have received considerable attention, in part because of their ability
to reduce the occurrence of chronic diseases and extend lifespan in
experimental animals.38,39 A reduction in daily EI by 20–40% of
baseline requirements has consistently resulted in the prolongation
of average and maximal lifespan in a variety of animal models,38,39
as well as reduced cancer incidence, improved insulin sensitivity,
reduced atherosclerotic lesion development, lowered inﬂammatory
response and decreased the production of reactive oxygen
species.39,40 More recently, intermittent feeding regimens, typically
consisting of ADF protocols, have been shown to reproduce many
of the effects of CR on risk factors for disease.41 True ADF regimens
consist of a period (most often 24 h) of ad libitum feeding
alternated with a period of fasting. Modiﬁed ADF regimens, which
allow a small portion of calories to be consumed on the fast day, for
example, 25–50% of baseline energy needs, have also been
implemented and have been shown to reproduce several of the
effects of true ADF.42–43
In summary, these preliminary ﬁndings suggest that ADF is a
viable WL strategy for normal-weight and overweight individuals
wishing to lose a moderate amount of weight (5–6 kg) within a
relatively short period of time (12 weeks). This diet may also help
lower CHD risk in non-obese individuals, although further
investigation is warranted to conﬁrm these effects.
International Journal of Obesity (2015) 727 – 733

WHAT IS THE IMPACT ON PSYCHOLOGY AND BEHAVIOUR?
Heilbronn et al.29 have noted that alternate-day fasting is feasible
in non-obese (normal weight) subjects, with a resultant increase in
fat oxidation.29 However, hunger on fasting days did not decrease,
perhaps indicating the uncertainty associated with continuing this
diet for extended periods of time. Adding one small meal on a
fasting day may make this approach to dietary restriction more
acceptable. Klempel et al.44 studied sixteen obese subjects
(12 women/4 men) completing a 10-week trial consisting of 3 phases:
(1) a 2-week control phase; (2) a 4-week alternate day modiﬁed
fast (ADMF) controlled feeding phase; and (3) a 4-week ADMF selfselected feeding phase.44 Subjects consumed, on average, 95% of
energy requirements on feed days—thus, there was no hyperphagic response. The physical activity level of subjects at each
week of the trial was measured as steps per day. There were no
changes in the number of steps per day taken over the course of
the 10-week trial, on both fed and fasting day values and habitual
physical activity. Similar results have also been reported in normalweight individuals undergoing ADMF.28 Changes in perceived
hunger, satisfaction with diet, and fullness were also evaluated on
each fast day throughout the trial. This study was the ﬁrst to show
that obese subjects become habituated with ADMF after
approximately 2 weeks of diet (that is, feel very little hunger on
the fast day). The data also demonstrate that subjects become
more satisﬁed with ADMF after ~ 4 weeks of diet. Feelings of
fullness, however, remained low across the course of the trial,
suggesting that subjects never felt ‘full’ at any point while
undergoing 8 weeks of ADMF. These ﬁndings may have important
implications for long-term adherence to ADMF for obese men and
women. It is important to note, however, that the subjects only
completed the VAS scales before bedtime. Thus, the data only
reﬂect their feelings immediately before going to bed and are not
indicative of their feelings of hunger and satisfaction throughout
the day. These ﬁndings indicate that obese subjects quickly adapt
to ADMF, and that changes in energy/macronutrient intake,
hunger and maintenance of physical activity have a role in
inﬂuencing the rate of WL by ADMF.
ADF AND DISEASE RISK
It is important to understand whether the mechanisms by which
ADF protects against chronic disease risk are similar to those of CR.
Indirect evidence suggests that the two regimens may share
mechanisms. For instance, the study by Descamps et al.45 reported
increases in spleen mitochondrial superoxide dismutase activity
accompanied by decreases in mitochondrial generation of
reactive oxygen species as a result of ADF, in rodent models.45
Such ﬁndings suggest that ADF may act by increasing resistance
to oxidative insult, which is a key feature of the stress resistance
hypothesis.46 In summary, the literature suggests that ADF may
effectively modulate metabolic and functional risk factors, thereby
preventing or delaying the future occurrence of common chronic
diseases, at least in animal models. However, the effect of ADF on
chronic disease risk in normal-weight human subjects remains
unclear, as do the mechanisms of action. Much work remains to be
done to understand this dietary strategy fully. A central element in
the response to CR regimens is reduced body weight and adipose
tissue mass.31 In contrast, ADF regimens, particularly when
modiﬁed to allow some EI on the restricted day, do not necessarily
result in loss of body weight or adipose tissue mass in normalweight subjects. Whether changes in adipose mass or physiology
are required for the beneﬁcial effects of CR or ADF regimens is an
important question. Varady and Hellerstein47 reviewed the effects
of CR and ADF regimens on adipose tissue morphology,
triglyceride metabolism and adipokine release, and attempted to
link these changes to indicators of chronic disease risk.47 In
conclusion, CR regimens, which involve a reduction in daily EI
© 2015 Macmillan Publishers Limited
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of 20–40% of baseline needs, and ADF regimens, which involve
intermittent reductions of EI, both beneﬁcially alter several aspects
of adipocyte biology, including morphology, lipid metabolism and
adipokine release. Although these parameters may be related
individually to decreased disease risk, they may also function
together to protect against certain disorders. Varady and
Hellerstein47 identiﬁed three parameters that may be linked in
the following manner: (1) CR- and ADF-induced increases in
lipolysis may lead to net fat loss from the cell; (2) net fat loss
would then result in decreased adipocyte size; and (3) smaller
adipocytes may have reduced secretion of certain proinﬂammatory mediators such as leptin.47 Modulations in adipocyte
physiology of this type may play an important role in mediating
the beneﬁcial effects of CR and ADF on chronic disease.
Some discrepancies between human and animal ADF data are
evident. With regard to the effect of ADF on the risk of type
2 diabetes mellitus, the results to date from human trials have
been inconsistent, whereas animal evidence suggests favourable
alterations. Similarly, although overall beneﬁcial modulations in
risk factors for vascular disease have been found with respect to
blood pressure, the evidence from animal studies has shown a
consistent decrease in both systolic and diastolic readings,
whereas data from human trials have shown no effect on either
variable. Varady and Hellerstein47 suggest that longer-term
interventions are required.47
In terms of diabetes risk, animal studies of ADF have found
lower diabetes incidence and lower fasting glucose and insulin
concentrations, effects that are comparable to those of CR. Human
trials to date have reported greater insulin-mediated glucose
uptake but no effect on fasting glucose or insulin concentrations.
In terms of cardiovascular disease risk, animal ADF data show
lower total cholesterol and triacylglycerol concentrations, a lower
heart rate, improved cardiac response to myocardial infarction and
lower blood pressure. The limited human evidence suggests
higher high-density lipoprotein-cholesterol concentrations and
lower triacylglycerol concentrations but no effect on blood
pressure. In terms of cancer risk, there is no human evidence to
date; yet, animal studies found decreases in lymphoma incidence,
longer survival after tumor inoculation and lower rates of
proliferation of several cell types. The ﬁndings in animals suggest
that ADF may effectively modulate several risk factors, thereby
preventing chronic disease, and that ADF may modulate disease
risk to an extent similar to that of CR. More research is required to
establish deﬁnitively the consequences of ADF. McCaffree48
suggested, ‘If the mechanism is intact, and if we can understand
the mechanism, we should be able to activate it pharmacologically. This would be a much better way to go than actual caloric
restriction.’48 It is an interesting concept that ‘popping a pill’ in this
context might prolong the lifespan and confer health beneﬁts for
the currently overweight and obese human population. If the
pharma industry can identify mechanisms, it would be an amazing
discovery for future generations.
IF AND LIFESPAN?
There is no long-term randomised controlled trial data on humans
to refer to, and the likelihood of CR increasing longevity in
humans is argued in the literature.49 There are studies underway
in the US, but no conclusions have been drawn. There are a
number of interesting observations that are worthy of discussion.
Is it a lower body mass or a lower EI that is linked to longevity? The
two are linked, but have different implications for practical advice
for ‘living well longer’. CR diets typically lead to reduced body
weight, and in some studies low body weight has been associated
with increased mortality, particularly in late middle-aged or elderly
subjects. CR is also known as CRON, for ‘CR with optimal nutrition’,
which is deﬁned as lowering calories while still keeping
healthy levels of protein, vitamins and minerals—an important
© 2015 Macmillan Publishers Limited

consideration for ageing populations. WL is not the primary goal
of a CR diet, but it is apparent that if you eat fewer calories you will
slim down and body weight will plateau as EI reaches energy
expenditure. Research indicates that being overweight, or carrying
excess body fat, is harmful to long-term health as risk factors
increase for conditions ranging from diabetes to cancer to
Alzheimer's, most likely due to the relationship between fat cells
and chronic inﬂammation. Some part of the health beneﬁts of CR
are likely to stem from the accompanying loss of weight and body
fat—although biochemical research indicates that there is clearly
also adoption at a cellular level. One much-cited Spanish study
published in 1956 seemingly investigated the effects of alternateday CR for 3 years in an old-age home run by a religious order
(discussed in full by ref. 50) In that study, the pensioners (all over
65 years of age) were allowed 1 l of milk and 2–3 pieces of fruit
(about 900 kcal) on their energy-restricted day and 2300 kcal on
the other day. The control group was fed the standard Institutional
diet in the nursing home. The subjects randomly assigned to
alternate-day CR spent less time in the inﬁrmary and had a lower
death rate compared with the control group (6 versus 13; NS).50
However, the subjects did not lose weight, and the treatment
subjects were either consuming 700 calories less (900) or 700
calories more (2300) than the daily requirement of 1600 calories
on the two days. This study is therefore not a study of ‘caloric
restriction’ but instead is a study of an oscillating pattern of
consumption with no change in body weight. A study of longterm CR practitioners who had been consuming a CR diet
(approximately 35% less calories than controls) for an average of
6.8 ± 5.2 years (mean age 52.7 ± 10.3 years) found that they had
reduced bone mineral density at the level of the hip and spine, in
accordance with a previous one-year weight-loss trial, but that
after initial WL they had achieved a stable, normal level of bone
turnover and the microarchitectural structure of their bones was
healthy.51 The authors of a 2007 review of the CR literature
warned that ‘[i]t is possible that even moderate CR may be
harmful in speciﬁc patient populations, such as lean persons who
have minimal amounts of body fat.’39
In summary, data from animal studies suggest that it is not just
CR that is important, but the degree and time of CR onset, the
timing of food intake, and diet composition also play major roles
in promoting health and longevity.52 Data from human studies
indicate that long-term CR with adequate intake of nutrients results
in several metabolic adaptations that reduce the risk of developing
type 2 diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular disease and cancer.
Moreover, CR opposes the expected age-associated alterations in
myocardial stiffness, autonomic function and gene expression in
the human skeletal muscle. However, it is possible that some of the
beneﬁcial effects on metabolic health are not entirely due to CR but
also due to the high-quality diets consumed by the CR practitioners.
More studies are needed to understand the interactions among
single nutrient modiﬁcations (for example, protein/amino-acid
dietary intake, fatty acid proﬁle, vitamins and minerals, phytochemicals), the degree of CR, time of eating and the frequency of food
consumption in modulating anti-ageing metabolic and molecular
pathways and in the prevention of age-associated diseases.
CONCLUSIONS
How effective is the regime in achieving WL in terms of actual WL
(kg) and composition of the loss (fat and lean mass)? We can
conclude that fasting is a relative ‘quick ﬁx’ to achieve a
substantial WL over a period of a few weeks, and therefore may
be a useful tool for WL.
What impact does it have on psychology/behaviour? Or more
speciﬁcally how do people feel during and after restriction,
because this is an important indicator as to whether they will be
compliant on a regime (and hence lose weight). We do not have
an approach to know which persons will adapt well to this eating
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regime. There is, however, the problem of elevated hunger during
food restriction and this may provide too great a challenge to a
‘faster’ in not breaking compliance to the dieting regime and
reaching for the biscuit barrel. The foods consumed (macronutrient proﬁle) during the fasting days have not been considered in
the published literature, and it could be speculated that a highprotein meal would help reduce hunger and promote satiety
during energy deﬁcit.2 Further, protein should be recommended
to maintain muscle mass during negative energy balance.
Does it work in the long term? Does it have an impact on
physiology, exercise ability and weight re-gain and improve risk
factors for disease and/or longevity? ADF regimens may be as
efﬁcacious as daily CR in improving certain indices of risk of type 2
diabetes and CVD, although the number of studies directly
comparing the 2 regimens is small. Further analysis of the
mechanisms responsible for beneﬁcial effects of ADF are clearly
warranted, particularly if these effects occur in the absence of
negative energy balance. Novel mediators and therapeutic
strategies may thereby be uncovered. Finally, it seems intuitively
likely that persons will ﬁnd it easier to fast or reduce intake on
alternate days than to reduce their intake every day. For this
reason, ADF regimens may allow better compliance than would
CR regimens and may represent an attractive area for investigation. Post WL, it is unclear what mechanisms or behavioural traits
promote weight stability, but in the longer term it seems likely
that fasting can contribute to maintenance of WL in some
phenotypes. IF remains an intriguing intervention that may
provide a novel method of body weight control for certain
individuals.
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